CORE GENDER DATA SYSTEMS ARE CHRONICALLY UNDERFUNDED

Only seven donors account for 80% of funding (2017-2019).

Amount of funding for gender data per year

- 250 million USD allocated between 2015 and 2019
- 500 million USD are needed from donors until 2030

More and smarter financing is needed
SMART FINANCING FOR GENDER DATA

The Solutions

Rethink financing methods

Adapt system-wide approach

Highlight use and impact of investments
SMART FINANCING FOR GENDER DATA

The Solutions

Rethink financing methods

➢ Explore setting a target in national budgets
➢ Harness new global funds for gender

Adapt system-wide approach

➢ Improve transparency and coordination
➢ Fund programs over projects
➢ Build political champions

Highlight use and impact of investments

➢ Document and communicate impact stories
➢ Make the case for investing in gender data
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